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CONFEDERATE AIR FORCE - FRENCH SUPPORTER SQUADRON

As I was trying to find a subject for this 
Newsletter editorial, the news struck 
me in the face, as it struck every one of 
our members and friends.

At the FSS Headquarters, the numerous 
telephone calls and emails of sympathy 
flooded in during the hours and the 
days that followed these tragic events. 
These proofs of solidarity expressed the 
horror, the sadness, and revolt, that 
everyone felt when the free world was 
hit in such a cowardly way.

Which ever our most profound believing 
are, from a political, religious, or per-
sonal point of view, one can only be 
horrified by the violence of these acts 
and their consequences.

On that Tuesday 11 September 2001, 
our world changed in just a few min-
utes. It will never be the same again. 
But we must not let our emotions take 
over our sense. We must trust the people 
who are in charge of our countries, and 
we must help them, even though our 
means are very modest.

Today, the Confederate Air Force, and 
all it means, have never been so true, 
because the evil that struck the free 
world is the very same as the one that 
shook the planet from 1939 to 1945.

The members of the French Supporter 
Squadron can only reiterate their mes-
sages of sympathy to the victims of 
these attacks, and to the entire ameri-
can people. Not as powerless specta-
tors, but as actors and potential victims 
of the same cruel madness, for, today, 
no one is protected from this madness.

Our feelings are the same as those 
who were directly hit by these attacks. 
Our tears are the same as the ones 
cried by the families who mourn their 
missing ones. Our fight against evil is 
the same as the one of all inhabitants 
of the USA.

Today, we are all Americans !

Bernard

"Afin que nul n'oublie"

NEVER HAVE THE CONFEDERATE AIR FORCE, ITS 
GOALS, AND ITS OBJECTIVES, BEEN SO TRUE.

If you haven't told us about your intentions of participating to our 
General Assembly, neither sent us your cheque of 160,00 Francs 
for our annual meal, nor indicated your needs for the booking of a 
hotel room, thanks for doing it as soon as possible by sending the 
forms you have received via email or normal mail.

Lest We Forget

THE FRENCH SUPPORTER 
SQUADRON UNITED WITH 
THE AMERICAIN PEOPLE

FSS GENERAL ASSEMBLY
24 NOVEMBER 2001

HOTEL ACADIE - 14H00
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THE FSS HELPS THE COMITÉ DE L'AVIATION

Monsieur Jean Hourdebaigt, a friend of col. Jacques 
Bonneu, and member of the Comité de l'Aviation whose 
main task is to preserve french aeronautical heritage, 
has asked us for our help.

Wilbur and Orville Wright, the brothers who flew for 
the first time on December 17, 1903, in Kitty Hawk, 
were equally famous for creating the very first flight 
school in the world, in Pau (France), on the airfield of 
Pau Pont-Long, in 1909.

This airfield soon became the main training centre in 
France, so much that every aircraft builder created his 
own school soon after. Of the first 100 pilot license 
delivered in the world, 20 were issued at Pau Pont-
Long.

The army also created a school of aerobatics where 
were trained the greatest aces of WWI, like Georges 
Guynemer.

The purpose of this field changed after the war, in 1919, 
when it became an operational base that the army still 
uses today, mainly for paratroopers.

Pont-Long saw one more flight school though. That was 
in 1943, when the german occupant took over this field 
and ran a fighter pilot school.

Acting to save the aeronautical heritage, mister Jean 
Hourdebaigt and his friends, put their energy in the 
restoration of a chapel which was on this field. It 
had been abandoned and damaged over the past few 
years. Despite the administrative difficulties, this task 
was successfully completed in 1996, after two years of 
administrative battles.

Noticing that the flight school hangars were too in a 
very poor state, the Association was turned into an 
Amicale Culturelle de la Chapelle de l'Aviation et du 
Camp Guynemer in order to try and save them from a 
destruction that seemed inevitable. On August 12, 1996, 
the Amicale received the support of the Prefect of the 

Pyrénées-Atlantiques district, who wrote: "This building 
(The chapel) deserves the most extreme attention as a 
Memorial. The same goes for the hangars, last vestige of 
the Guynemer camp, where the Wright brothers created 
the first flight school in the world. I don't have any 
doubts about the willingness of your Association, and 
the military authorities, to do your best to preserve these 
pieces of history".

Apparently, this support was not followed by much effect, 
since, today, the situation is unchanged. Already, the 
Police house that had been promised to the Association, 
has been destroyed, because of a misunderstanding. It 
is, therefore, about time, for all the fans of the Wright 
Brothers history, to do all they can to save what is left 
of this flight school.

This 1250 square meters hangar, is of the Eiffel type 
construction and easy to dismantle. The estimate for 
this operation is 220000,00 Francs ($ 30,000.00), to 
which must be added the cost of its transportation 
to its future residence, and the cost of rebuilding it. 

The total amount needed is therefore around 
500000,00 Francs ($ 70,000.00), a reasonable 
amount if one considers the historic value of 
this hangar.

Due to the modest finances of our Squadron, 
and to our current projects, the help from 
the FSS will be limited to liaising between the 
Comité and the american organizations which 
have some interest in the story of the Wright 
Brothers. These organizations are legion, but 
the future of this project depends on their 
generosity. Let us wish good luck to mister 
Hourdebaigt and his friends.

Preparation for a flight in 1909 (Photo: Collection Comité de l'Aviation)

Pau 1909: Wilbur Wright and mister Tissandier (Photo: Collection 
Comité de l'Aviation).

Pau 20 February 1909: Miss Katherine Wright, sister of Wilbur and 
Orville, gives King Alphonse XIII her impressions after her first flight. 
Orville Wright is standing on the left of the king. (Photo: Collection 
Comité de l'Aviation).

The school hangar, as it still exists today. Built like the Eiffel 
tower, its area is 1250 square meters. (Photo: Collection 
Comité de l'Aviation).



The french Aéropostale has the same reputation, in our 
country, as the adventures written by the pilots of the 
american postal service. Led by an exceptionally intelligent 
man, full of willpower, Didier Daurat, pilots with famous 
names like Mermoz, Saint Exupéry, Guillaumet, and many 
others, wrote the great epopee of the Aéropostale and its 
sacred mail. Lines to Dakar, Recife, Buenos-Ayres, and 
Santiago in Chile, are all famous city names that are 
engraved in the memory of those who read the books 
written by Saint Exupéry: "Courrier Sud", "Vol de nuit", 
"Terre des Hommes", and, of course, "Le Petit Prince". 
Based in Toulouse, these pilots lived in the Hôtel Grand 
Balcon, today a historical monument that colonel Eric 
Ducreau discovered during his stay in Toulouse…

I left Paris, and, after an uneventful flight, landed in 
Toulouse Blagnac where I rented a car to get to the 
"Pink City" (I can remember the words of singer Claude 
Nougaro).

I arrive on the famous Place du Capitole where I should 
find, in a corner, the Hôtel Grand Balcon. I don't 
even look for it because I prefer to park my car first, 

underneath this large square, and have the surprise 
when I come out of the car park. As I climb the stairs, I 
can feel my heart beat faster and faster. Shall I recognize 
it ? I saw it so often on photographs… May be I shall be 
disappointed ? But no, it is as I imagined: Majestic, but 
slightly hidden in the back-ground, modestly.

Its name cannot leave anyone unconcerned, especial-
ly people who like the Aéropostale and its history. In 
this hotel were living the crews and mechanics of the 
Didier Daurat team, like Guillaumet, Jean Mermoz, 
and the inevitable Antoine de Saint Exupéry.

I booked room 32, the one that Saint Exupéry used 
to live in. As I walk in, I try to put myself in the shoes 
of the pilot who, after a hard day's work, returns to 
get some rest. I am welcomed by a charming young 
person who, after I have introduced myself, gives me 
the key for my room. I give her a smile. I play with my 
key as I walk towards this superb and authentic lift. 
I walk in and press the switch for the third switch. It 
goes up, silently, almost religiously.

I open the door and find myself in the strict corridor. 
How many stories could it tell me if it could speak !…

One must know that in 1926, the hotel was run 
by three ladies, and that mister Didier Daurat had 
asked them to discreetly watch these pilots, and try 
to keep women away from them. This is why, when 
the lift was out of order, the pilots climbed the stairs 
with their girl 
friends on 
their back, so 
that these 
ladies could 
only hear one 
step !…

Jean Mermoz, 
with his 
i r r es i s t ib l e 
charm, had 

the ladies' prefer-
ence. Therefore 
he only paid 5,00 
Francs for his 
hotel room, while 
all the others 
paid the top 
price of 6,50 
Francs.
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IN SEARCH OF THE PIONEERS OF 
THE AÉROPOSTALE

• HÔTEL GRAND BALCON •

Article and photos by col. Eric Ducreau



Many adventures took 
place in this hotel. 
Often, pilots and 
mechanics gathered 
together at the bar and 
finished the night try-
ing not to think about 
the dangerous day to 
come.

I walk across the cor-
ridor squeeking floor 
made of old oak. As 
I stand before door 
number 32, my emotion 
reaches a peak. I can 
hardly breathe. I unlock 
the door and push it 
open…

The room is the same as 
it was in 1926, except 

the telephone which is missing. I glance around the 
room and notice how simple it is. All I can find is 
a bed, a table, an arm-chair, a mirror, and a very 
small sink.

The view over the Place du Capitole is beautiful. The 
toilets are in the corridor (At the time, one had to be 
tolerant).

I lay on the bed 
and get some 
rest. My mind is 
full of dreams. 
But soon I realize 
that I must hurry 
and go and see 
my friends.

I find them at 
the reception in 
the Town Hall of 
Blagnac where 
the american vet-
erans will be hon-
ored for the first 
time during their 
stay. They are the 
reason for me 
being here, in 
Toulouse.

We spend a very 
nice evening, but I admit that I'm eager to go back to my 
hotel and the room which is mine for one night. 

At about midnight, I'm still walking about in the room. 
I try to resist sleep, but end up laying on the bed, with 
the book Vol de nuit written by Saint Exupéry, in my 
hands. Harassed by tiredness and the ambient heat of 
this month of June, I fall fast asleep.

Surely I dreamed about trips across Spain, Barcelona, 
Alicante, Malaga… Africa, the desert, Tangier, Casablanca, 
Cap Juby, Villa Cisneros, Dakar, Buenos Ayres… 
Friendship, fright, thoughtlessness of the young ones, 
but also the mail, fright, flying alone during endless 
flights, and even sometimes, death. All this for the 
Mail.

I wake up early 
after a very short 
night.

I watch for a 
moment the Place 
du Capitole and 
decides to go down 
to the room where 
one can get his 

breakfast. A few customers are already enjoying their 
morning coffee. Curious, almost impolite, I listen to 
conversations…

A lady is not happy and complains about the fact that 
the toilets are in the corridor. I dare to interfere and 
reminds her that this hotel is a historical monument, 
and that no modification can be done to it. She asks me 
why. I take this opportunity to simply explains the story 
of this famous hotel. I noticed, as she looks amazed, 
that she was not aware of this part of aviation history. 
She simply booked a room in this hotel because of 
its proximity with the Place du Capitole and the very 
reasonable price of its rooms. I'm happy about my 
intervention. She will have something to tell he friends.

I go back to my room to pack up my clothes. I glance 
a last time at this furniture so full of history, fully 
realizing that I have made one of my dearest dreams 
come true. I play with my room key as I get inside the 
lift. I decide to give it back, but with some difficulties 
since it would be a formidable souvenir.

I walk out of the hotel and cannot resist a thought for 
all these men who lived in this hotel and have long 
gone. These men who wrote this fabulous story of the 
Aéropostale, a history which is now unavoidable in the 
history of french aviation and even universal aviation.

These men, how I would have liked to know them ! 
How I would have liked to live their dangerous, but 
so exciting adventures ! How I would have liked to talk 
to them !… But fortunately, I have the books written 
by Antoine de Saint Exupéry, these books which make 
them all immortal…
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Based on an idea by mister Hans Krauss and mister 
Henry Payre, the Aéro-Club of Haguenau organized, 
on July 7 and 8, 2001, a Bücker Fly-In. This kind of 
event already took place in Germany and in England on 
several occasions, like on the Bücker Festival in North 
Weald, but it was a Premiere for France.

Not less than forty aircraft were registered for this 
event, among which 28 Bücker: Four Bestmann, two 
Jungmeister, and twenty two Jungmann, coming form 
England, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, and, of course, 
France. The other planes included some Stampe, Klemm 
35, PA19, Luscombe, and Stearman.

Unfortunately, bad weather prevailed throughout the 
event. A storm front was announced over the East of 
France, and discouraged many Robin and Cessna, but 
not the Bücker since sixteen of them, out of twenty 
eight, made it. The record is held by Peter Brand's 
Bücker Festival, with seventeen aircraft of this type 
during a single Fly-In !

Saturday afternoon, the weather improved a little and 
the Bücker planes took of in formations of three aircraft, 
followed by three fly-bys made up of three groups of 
three planes followed by a single one.

A breath-taking demonstration by the North American 
T28, F-AZKG, nick-named Big Lolo, based in Haguenau, 
was executed by its owner, mister Georges Kern.

Peter Brand, flying his Jungmann fitted with a Christen 
fuel feed system for flying up side down, was highly 
appreciated by the public.

The two replicas of Tatra T-131 Jungmann, built in 
the suburbs of Berlin, were flown for the first time in 
France. They were a curiosity that pleased the specta-
tors, thanks to their high quality, the exactness of their 
construction, and the difficulty to find an aircraft of 
this type on the second hand market, either as a flying 
one or as a wreck.

The Sunday weather was awful, but during a few 
moments, the rain stopped and allowed the Bücker 181 
Bestmann to fly in formations of two planes. This is 
a rare sight which closed this airshow in Haguenau. 
The organizers, the participants, and all the spectators 
were very pleased and hope that another one will be 
organized next year, on the very pleasant airfield of 
Haguenau, in Alsace.
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FIRST BÜCKER FLY-IN IN HAGUENAU: A TOTAL SUCCESS DESPITE THE WEATHER

Josef Rosenberg's splendid Casa 1.131, D-EFJR, painted in the colors of the Spanish 
Air Force (Photo Jean-Claude Janssonne).

One of the two french Jungmann that attended this fly-in, Daniel Brunel's F-AZVS, 
based in Saint Rambert d’Albon (Photo Jean-Claude Janssonne).

Georges Kern's T-28, F-AZKG, "Big Lolo", before his demonstration (Photo Jean-
Claude Janssonne).

Martial Vegezzi's Jungmann, D-EEQP, based in Batilly, Lorraine (Photo Jean-Claude 
Janssonne).

An article by 
col. Eric 

Janssonne



MORE ABOUT THE T6 IN ALGERIA

In addition to the excellent article written by col. Claude Requi 
about the T6 in Algeria, here are a few more pictures that we 
could not print last month. We would like to take this opportunity 
to correct an erroneous statement about the pictures printed on 
page 1 and on page 5 at the top. They are part of col. Eric 
Janssonne's collection and not Claude Requi's as stated. We 
thank our two friends for letting us print these original and 
historical photographs.
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KINDNESS AND GENEROSITY

The mail received by the FSS often contains good 
surprises. A phone call from mister Patrick Gremez 
living in Marpent (Nord), revealed his enthusiasm for 
our Organization. The exchange of letters which followed 
should have resulted in a new membership with the CAF 
and the FSS. Unfortunately, financial reasons stopped 
it, and it's with deep regrets that Patrick had to turn 
down our offer. He apologized with a great kindness 
in a letter received early in September, but he took 
this opportunity to express his support to our cause, 
with a gift of  300,00 Francs for our L Bird project !… 
Considering so much amiability, we decided to consider 
Patrick as a new "Friend of the FSS", which will allow 
him to receive our Newsletter during one whole year. A 
big THANK YOU Patrick !

PLEASE BOOK NOVEMBER 24, 2001, FOR 
OUR SQUADRON GENERAL ASSEMBLY

You have already been advised via email or snail mail: 
Our General Assembly will take place on Saturday 
November 24, 2001, at the Hotel ACADIE in Tremblay 
en France, from 14:00 sharp. It will be concluded by our 
annual meal in that same hotel.

If you haven't sent your cheque of 160,00 Francs for 
this meal, thank you for doing it as soon as possible. If 
you need to book one or more hotel rooms in the Hôtel 
ACADIE for the price of 250,00 Francs a night (Special 
price), thank you for telling us as soon as you can.

AN OVERWHELMING EVIDENCE

All FSS members have probably heard about the numerous 
"difficulties" met by our Unit Leader during his aeronauti-
cal tours - like the ones in Midland - and revealed by the 

irrefutable proofs 
brought back by 
the guardian of the 
absolute truth, 
Colonel Claude 
Requi (cf. Airshow 
December 1999).

These proofs were, 
of course, refuted 
with disputable 
excuses of "drowsi-
ness to better think 
about the future 
decisions for the 
French Supporter 
Squadron" !… Only 
lovers of the P40 
could swallow this 
kind of explana-
tions !… Here is 

another overwhelming proof of evidence that we cannot 
keep to ourselves, despite the pressure that was put on 
us. Here are the facts:

Blois, 16:00 hours, local time. The 15th Piper Cub Fly-In 
is going on fine, in a bright sunshine. The tarmac is 
filled with all types of Piper and other Classic planes 
for the pleasure of all FSS members attending this 
event. All ?… Well, almost ! (Please note the understand-
able disappointment on Colonel Christian Tournemine's 
face !). Thanks to this modest proof, our members, in 
particular the least senior ones, will discover a truth 
that was hidden for so long. We will let everyone come to 
their own conclusions… (I rely on the editor's impartiality 
for publishing this article !).

Col. Eric Janssonne

UNITED 
IN 

EFFORT 
AS THEY 
ARE IN 
LIFE

Editor: Our Unit Leader strangely refused to use his right to answer to 

this article. Therefore, we will publish a letter sent by colonel Christian 

Tournemine, author of the two pictures printed above…

It seems that our beloved Squadron Leader has been, 
once again, assaulted by a Tse-Tse fly. The latter was 
powerful and pittyless since it also hit our P.X. Officer, 
wife of our President.

But all jokes aside, I will say that having a difficult 
professional activity with evident responsibilities, by 
day or by night, and adding to it the running of the 
Squadron, its management, its trips, its mail, and so 
on, is a feat of strength for which days of 24 hours 
are much too short. Therefore, each minute of rest is 
a bonus for our Unit. Of course, this would be a lot 
better if the P40 was not mentioned, but we lost all 
hopes about this.

Christian Tournemine

HAVE YOU ASKED THE CAF FOR
YOUR ABSENTEE BALLOT ?

We hope that all our members who will not go to Midland 
for Airsho2001 have requested their absentee ballot. If 
not, they can do so in three different ways:
1) By mail: Write to Keith Lawrence, CAF Director 
of Administration, PO BOX 62000, MIDLAND, TEXAS  
79711-2000, USA.
2) By Fax at: 00  1  915 563 80 46
3) Via email at: < diradmin@cafhq.org >
Please indicate your name, I.D. number, and sign your 
request if you chose items 1 or 2.
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 The FSS P.X.

The following articles are available against payment by 
cheque to the French Supporter Squadron.
(N.B.: Postage is extra).

• Official Squadron patch: 60,oo F.
• “Gioux” type Squadron patch: 40,oo F.
• Central Texas Wing patch: 40,oo F.
• FSS pin, cloisonné, 5 colors: 60,oo F.
• Pins P38 Lightning enamelled: 20,oo F.
• Painting “Lloyd’s Dream” 50x76cm: 250,oo F.
• Painting “Lloyd’s Dream” 50x76cm. framed: 350,oo F.
• 100 sheets of FSS paper with your own letter head: 30,oo F.
• Color Pictures (B17, B25, etc…) 30x45cm: 80.oo F.
• Color Pictures (B17, B25, etc…) 30x45cm framed: 130.oo F.
• T shirt Piper CUB, 170  grams, Hanes, XL: 100,oo F.
• T shirt cartoon P40, 170  grams, Hanes, XL: 100,oo F.
• T shirts: Other sizes available on order.
• Color aircraft profiles 15 x 20 cm. pre-framed: North 
American P51D Mustang, Republic P47 Thunderbolt, Boeing 
B17 Flying Fortress, B24 Liberator, DC3 Dakota, Avro 
Lancaster, Fairey Swordfish, T6 Harvard, Handley-Page 
Halifax, PBY Catalina, Hawker Hurricane, BF 109 G2, and 
two modern jets, the Corsair 2 and the Starfighter: 25,oo F. 
each.
• Warbird cards: 25,oo F. chaque.
• Video cassette of sequences filmed in Midland (55mn) 
VHS PAL: 100,oo F.
• Large format paintings by Col. Eric Besançon: F4U 
Corsair and Messerschmitt 262 night fighter: 200,00 Francs 
(Limited edition of the Me262 signed by the pilot available 
on request).

17000,67
11221,oo
3966,98
8100,oo
1090,oo
4985,oo
2800,oo
1861,oo
2045,oo
1000,oo
4170,oo
896,oo
350,oo
350,oo
440,oo

3450,oo
1750,oo
1335,oo
3875,oo
1210,oo
500,oo

1300,oo
350,oo

1275,oo
1000,oo
4000,oo
1000,oo
500,oo

1070,oo
530,oo
350,oo

1430,oo
250,oo

1200,oo
400,oo

3850,oo
1750,oo
1300,oo
175,oo

1000,oo
777,oo

1160,oo
500,oo
780,oo

1000,oo
1200,oo
500,oo
500,oo
500,oo

1023,oo
605,77
150,oo
205,oo

1000,oo
925,oo

1300,oo
300,oo
300,oo

3028,06

111407,98

Marcel FRANCISCI
Bernard DELFINO

Jacques PERAGALLO
Sandy & Connie SANSING

Cédric MALHAIRE
Claude REQUI
Michel CAHIEZ

Julien LEPELLETIER
Fumiko DELFINO

Jean-Jacques SAHUT
Lewis BATEMAN

Stéphane DUCHEMIN
Serge CLODORE

Daniel CLODORE
Jean-Paul MERLIER

Jean RŒDER
Roger VAUCAMP

Daniel & Lucie SAUVAGE
Patrick PIERRE-PIERRE

Marcel et Liliane RUPPERT
Christian FREZARD

Jean-Christophe DEBUISSON
Michel BON

Dons anonymes du PUBLIC
Paul BARLAND

Ron WESP
Christian & M-France FALENTIN

Christian TOURNEMINE
Didier CARDINAL

Louis-Jean GIOUX
Eric DUCREAU

Eric JANSSONNE
Henri BOURRASSIER

Jim LUX
Jean-Claude MINIGGIO

Christophe BASTIDE
Yves DONJON
Guy ROBERT
Centex Wing

Christiane HÉBERT
Yuri DELFINO
Kim TOLFREE

Georges VAN HOVE
Terran TIDWELL

Yves HOUSSIN
Jean-Jacques VAUCHER

Bernard PIERACCI
Eric BESANÇON
Hervé CHERRY

Bunty BATEMAN
Giovanni COMIS

Peter LANGRIDGE
Jean-Claude PETIT

Claude GASCON
Nicolas LIBIS

Gilles AVENEL
Gilles BAILOT

Patrick GREMEZ
Intérêts Bancaires Annuels

TOTAL
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L BIRD SPONSORS - SEPTEMBER 2001
EXTERNAL SPONSORS

AVIATION CLUB DE FRANCE
LE PUBLIC SYSTEME CINÉMA

LE FANA DE L’AVIATION
SCHOTT NYC

INTERNAL SPONSORS

(Par ordre chronologique)

CODE NAME ALPHA 2001 • TOTAL ON 30/09/2001

Jean ROEDER µµ (M. Perrin & J. Leroux)
Henri BOURRASSIER µ (Alphonse Thiry)

-
250000

-
245000

-
240000

-
235000

-
230000

- 
225000

-
220000

-
215000

-
210000

-
205000

-
200000

-
195000

-
190000

-
185000

-
180000

-
175000

-
170000

-
165000

-
160000

-
155000

-
150000

-
145000

-
140000

-
135000

-
130000

-
125000

-
120000

-
115000

-
110000

-
105000

-
100000

-
95000

-
90000

-
85000

-
80000

-
75000

-
70000

-
65000

-
60000

-
55000

-
50000

-
45000

-
40000

-
35000

-
30000

-
25000

-
20000

-
15000

-
10000

-
5000

-
0

A TEMPTING OFFER

The most senior CAF members will remember that before 
a long period of lethargy, and a long time before the birth 
of the French Supporter Squadron, existed the "Confederate 
Air Force France", as a group that disappeared for various 
reasons, too complicated to explain here. The Unit Leader, at 
the time, mister Jean Chatel, who resigned many years ago 
did not hesitate one second to tell us about his experience 
and his know-how when the French Supporter Squadron 
was created. This useful help deserved that we'd keep 
in touch with Jean who watched, with great interest the 
progress of our Unit and told us many times about his 
great satisfaction. Jean would have joined us a long time 
ago if his enthusiasm had not been slowed down by various 
important personal problems. He will do that as soon as he 
can sell a flat located in Normandy, overlooking the famous 
1944 landing beaches. We hope that this advert will attract 
our readers or some of their friends since, of this sale, 
depends his return amongst us…

1944 NORMANDY LANDING BEACHES
GRANDCAMP-MAISY (14)

FOR SALE: 3 ROOM FLAT, TOTALLY 
REFURBISHED, IN A HIGH STANDARD AREA

360.000,00 FRANCS - OVERLOOKING THE SEA
PARC, POOL, TENNIS COURT

Tel: 33 (0) 2 31 51 87 71


